
Dear Judge: 
 
My Formal Plea is .. 
" Equally  Not Guilty " 
with the plaintiff . 
 
I yield to the court  .. I was shoved  trying to get 
my sandals to leave and we locked arms until 
the shoving ended with her in the corner of the 
living room as I  just wanted to walk out of a 
dangerous situation in my own home in which 
she was drunk  and i was overmedicated  and 
shoved back . 
 
marijuana aroma was present in my apt. 310a 
I would not repeat this ever with anyone . 
no one was really hurt  bad but prides . 
 
Thank God . 
 



 
There was never any intent on either side  
to harm each other. 
 
And no one was hurt bad .. she being drunk 
exaggerated the story to the cops to make sure 
she was declared innocent. No innocent than i 
am in this case . 
 
There was a slapping match . i am sure she got 
in what she needed .  on my knees i begged  
forgiveness regardless of who might be at fault  
and wanted to walk away .. the cops had  
arrived from My Phone Call .. she barred the 
door with her body as they arrived 
I let her describe whatever she decided to tell the
 police . Later she explained in an apology over 
the phone answering service later .. 
that she never intended my arrest while sobbing
 on the answering machine . 



i have cried too .. i never wanted this . 
She was upset over cleaning the apartment 
and being thrown out of the restaurant for 
smoking and i had picked her up off of the 
sidewalk after falling by the laundrimat .. 
we finished the laundry together .. a good team 
even with her drunk  as she was . she  
complained the entire time from the Lyft home 
until i wanted to just walk out my door and  
Was Prevented by her from doing so, 
Your Honor . 
 
 
 
we had plans for marriage on Valentines Day 
I think she is still married to a man 
in North Miami .. I think it just cannot 
work out between us so I am giving up 
the intent to marry her . 
 



Who started it ? " not important " is what 
Coach Bitzer of Henderson Grade School 
would have said .. 
 
" Shake Hands 
and agree this should 
never have started 
and never will start again . "  -- Coach Bitzer 
 
I  am avoiding contact and phone calls 
with the plaintiff as was directed by the court . 
 
I am a law abiding Electrical Engineer 
with 30 years in Computer Industry . 
 
Love is a drug i am just not as experienced in 
as others . 
 
 
 



 
 
NO drugs do I partake in except 
prescription medications . 
I am very  sorry for what happened 
I am slightly older than the plaintiff 
but not as experienced as i said . 
 
Respectfully Yours 
 
X__________________   2020 / 02 / 14 14:58 
 
Dale Timothy Neumann     
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